
 YOUR ULTIMATE GUIDE TO 

HAIR 
TREATMENTS



EXPRESS 
Hair Treatments
EVERYDAY HAIR CONCERNS… WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED

 
Express Treatments

EXPRESS TREATMENTS £18.00

Fine hair lacking in volume?
Is your hair lacking in volume and in need of some ‘oomph’? 
We can support you...

Give your hair a real boost with our winning combination:  
Volumize Emulsion and Hydrate Infusion. Protects and nourishes 
your hair and scalp, whilst enriching your hair with depth and 
volume. Applied with a luxurious head and scalp massage.

Rapid colour fade or brassy blonde?
Feeling more brassy blonde than platinum bombshell? 
We’ve got you covered…

Restore and refresh your blonde with our Luxe Colour Mask and 
Repair Infusion. Instant results to bring your colour back to life! 
Applied with our signature luxury head and scalp massage.

Dry and damaged hair?
Is hair breakage breaking your heart?

Repair and strengthen damaged hair with a Repair Mask and 
Hydrate Infusion. Restore the health and vitality of your hair, with 
unrivalled shine results! Expertly applied with our pampering head 
and scalp massage.



PRESCRIPTIVE 
Hair Treatments
SOMETIMES YOU JUST NEED A LITTLE MORE HELP
Our professional and expert team are here to support you with a discrete 
and complimentary hair and scalp assessment to create a tailor-made salon 
and home prescriptive treatment plan that’s right for you...making every day 
a great hair day! Some of our Prescriptive Treatment plans available...but 
whatever your hair concern, we can help.

PRESCRIPTIVE TREATMENT PRICES ON CONSULTATION

Hair loss and thinning?
Did you know that the 5 main causes of hair loss are 
damage to follicles from: Stress, hormonal changes, 
medications, treatments and genetic conditions. Knowing the 
root cause of your issues is key. Whatever your hair problem 

on the road to growth. Ask your stylist for a full analysis and 
personalised treatment plan. 

Extreme damage?
Over processed hair? Overdone it with the heated styling? 
Feeling the impact of sun and chlorine damage? Our 
restorative professional treatment products will deeply 
nourish, and hydrate your locks to restore inner strength and 
shine to your crowning glory. Healthy glossy locks await!

Sensitive and irritable scalp?
Did you know the skin on your scalp ages faster than 
your facial skin? As it ages, it loses the ability to hold 
moisture, which you need for healthy hair growth. If you’re 
experiencing increased sensitivity, dryness or irritation 
we have a range of bespoke solutions to help refresh and 
rejuvenate your scalp!

Ask your stylist for a full analysis and your 
personalised treatment plan.



 
Hair Treatments

Wellaplex is an internal hair treatment that 
actually strengthens the very core structure 
of your hair. WellaPlex has two options; a 
standalone treatment or mixed in with your 
colour service.

The Wellaplex Guarantee:

• Up to 97% less breakage*

• Stronger hair
• Longer lasting colour
• More shine

In-Colour Treatment
Love your coloured locks, but worried about the long-term effects on your hair? Introducing 
a Wellaplex treatment to every bleach or colour service you have will improve the condition 
of your hair, making it stronger, healthier, and a lot less susceptible to damage.

Our Wellaplex in-colour treatment is perfect for sensitised hair; helping reduce hair 
damage and creating strengthening bonds within your hair during the lightening or 
colouring process, without compromising your colour result!

PRICE ON CONSULTAION

Standalone Treatment
We believe you shouldn’t have to compromise your hair quality for your desired colour 
result. But have no fear, we have the solution for you; perfect colour results and maximum 
hair health!

If you’re having regular colour services, the condition of your hair is paramount to ensure 
perfect colour results every time. Having this bonding treatment regularly will ensure your 
hair is stronger and will give you a much better foundation for future hair colour services. 
Add this Wellaplex standalone treatment into your regular colour maintenance routine.

PRICE ON CONSULTATION

INSURANCE FOR YOUR HAIR

*Blondor bleaching with Wellaplex vs. without Wellaplex

To book an appointment or discuss a treatment,  
please speak to your stylist.




